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News in Brief
Defence Safety
Authority (DSA)

Health and Safety
Fines to Increase

On the 1 Apr 2015, the Defence
Safety and Environment
Authority (DSEA) and the Military
Aviation Authority were brought
together to form a single
organisation that will be known
as the Defence Safety Authority
(DSA), this is phase one; the
Initial Operating Capacity (IOC);
the second phase will achieve
Full Operating Capability (FOC)
on 1 Apr 2016.

Under tougher guidelines
proposed by the Sentencing
Council, large firms convicted
of Corporate Manslaughter will
face fines of up to £20m.

The DSA will bring together
the regulators into a single
organisation realising significant
benefits for the delivery of safety
regulation for the Ministry of
Defence.
For further information see
Army Briefing Note 035/15 –
Formation of the Defence Safety
Authority’ dated 24 Mar 2015 or
visit the DSA’s website:
https://www.gov.uk/government/
groups/defence-safety-andenvironment-authority

LAIT transitions to
the Defence Safety
Authority (DSA)
On 1 Apr 2015 the Land
Accident Prevention and
Investigation Team (LAIT)
came under command of the
newly formed Defence Safety
Authority (DSA). To all intents
and purposes LAIT will continue
its business as normal and can
be contacted by telephone on
96798 6587 (Civ: 0306798
6587) or by email at:
DSA-LAIT-Mailbox@mod.uk

Legislation Update
Smoke-free Private Vehicle
Regulations 2015 – come into
force in Oct 15
A ban on smoking in cars
carrying children will be
introduced in England and
Wales. The ban aims to protect
young people under 18 from
‘second-hand’ smoke and could
see people who break the law
facing £50 on the spot fines.
• E-cigarettes will not be
banned under the measures.
• The ban will not apply to
anyone driving alone or
driving in a convertible car
with the top down.

Control of Major
Accident Hazards
(COMAH) Regulations
2015

MOD Form
Completion
Guides
Army Forms 510,
5010 and 5011
posters are available for
download from CESO(A) on
Defence Intranet, ArmyNET,
Facebook and the AKX.

New Courses
CESO(A) now offer two online
courses:

Duty Holding
and Cadets
Whilst we’re all used to the Duty
Holding concept applying to the
Regular and Reserve Units, it’s
worth considering how this is
applied to the Army Cadet Force
(ACF) and Combined Cadet
Force (CCF).

• Duty Holding Training –
Delivery Duty Holder and
Supporting Staff.
• Equipment Safety Training for
Capability Directorate Staff.
Duty Holding training
During this course, you will
be expected to read through
the material such that you
understand your responsibilities
as a Delivery Duty Holder/
advisor to the Duty Holder.
At the end of the material you
will be required to confirm your
understanding in order for a
certificate to be issued.
Equipment Safety Training
for Capability Directorate
Staff
This training awareness
package is directed at
Capability Directorate staff with
responsibility for equipment
capability in the Land
environment, such that they are
able to conduct what is required
of them in LFSO 3216 – The
Organisation and Arrangements
for the Management of Safety in
Land Forces.
If equipment safety terminology
is completely new to you, then
it is strongly recommended that
you read the Defence Equipment
& Support publication:
‘An Introduction to System
Safety Management in the MOD’
before undertaking the training
package.

© ACF
Safety of Cadets is paramount
and Duty Holding plays its
part in ensuring this. What
needs to be remembered
though is that the ACF and
CCF are first and foremost
youth organisations and to
that end the implementation
of Duty Holding is tempered
accordingly. GOC Sp Comd is
the ODH for the ACF and CCF
including those based within
LONDIST AOR. DComd LONDIST
and the 9 RPoC Bde Comds are
the 1* Oversight Duty Holders
for the ACF and CCF in their
respective AORs. The 57 ACF
County Commandants and 293
CCF Contingent Commands
are the Delivery Duty Holders
respectively. A bespoke Cadet
Delivery Duty Holder e-learning
package has been written and
can be accessed at this link:http://combinedcadetforce.
org.uk/about-us/dutyholding. Cadets and SHE&SD
branches in HQ Sp Comd
work corroboratively to ensure
Duty Holding in Cadets works
effectively without detriment to
the Cadet experience.

h t t p s : / / w w w. a r m y n e t . m o d . u k / a r m y s a f e t y

Effective 1 Jun 15, the main
COMAH duties will largely stay
the same as present but there
are some important changes,
particularly on how dangerous
substances are classified. For the
first time, lower tier operators
will have to provide public
information about their site and
its hazards. Both top tier (now
referred to as upper tier) and
lower tier operators will need
to provide public information
electronically and keep it up to
date. The HSE has produced a
12 step guide on getting ready
for the changes. http://www.hse.
gov.uk/seveso/be-prepared.htm

Fancy
£100 ?
We want to
know how
effective the
magazine is in delivering safety
and environmental messages –
hence the Reader Survey which
has been distributed with this
issue of the magazine.
We need as many responses
as possible, so as an incentive
for you to complete it, we’re
offering a £100 Amazon gift
voucher to the first contributor’s
name drawn at random on
01 Oct 2015. Please use the
enclosed survey form and post
to CESO(A), or if the form is
missing, you can complete online
at: https://www.surveymonkey.
com/s/SJH8F7Q.
Your feedback will be
really appreciated!

Comments?
Contact the Editor:
Mil: 9 4393 7536
Civ: 01264 88 7536
E-mail:
ArmyLF-CESO-Mailbox
@mod.uk
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Enabling Risk in Collective Training
Manoeuvring an Armoured Battle-Group across the Canadian Prairie at night
and in the midst of a live firing exercise is an inherently risky business, but
maintaining the exercising troops’ perception of that risk is an important
part of the training.
In order to ensure our soldiers are trained to the
highest standards, field exercises should, where
possible, always seek to replicate the realism and
frictions of the battlefields they face. Soldiers must
feel the stress and heat of battle and it is therefore
vital that training is delivered in the most realistic
manner possible – and this means taking risks.
That said, we are not in the business of putting
soldiers in harm’s way unnecessarily and, therefore,
risk management is at the forefront of planning safe,
effective and realistic training.
The Collective Training Group (CTG) operates
permanent Collective Training Establishments (CTEs)
in Canada, Kenya, Belize and the UK. These unique
training environments offer every extreme of
temperature, flora and fauna. Everything from
poisonous snakes to lions and elephants across a
diverse range of challenging terrain, from freezing
prairies to stifling jungle. Importantly, this is all
before you add in the friction of vehicles,
ammunition and people.
Whist the management of training risk is nothing new,
Duty Holding has helped refine the policy and brought
the subject into sharper focus. It allows commanders
to better understand their responsibilities with regards
to who owns what. The CTG Duty Holding directive
focuses on breaking down training activities into a
main events list and, from this, establishing who is
directing each activity.

© Crown copyright

It is important this is understood as Duty Holding
can often switch between a number of commanders
during an event. Just because an activity is taking
place in BATUS does not automatically make Comd
BATUS the Delivery Duty Holder (DDH). It is also key
to note that, just because the DDH for an activity
has been identified, this does not remove the
responsibility for all ranks to remain safety conscious.
Directing Staff at all ranks are actively empowered to
halt training if they feel that the task is unsafe and/
or cannot be treated or tolerated so as to keep risk As
Low As Reasonably Practicable (ALARP).

Army Safety & Environment Matters – Issue 51
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In order to provide this safety assurance, risk is divided up using the Safe System of Training using the CTG model:

Director General
Army Training and
Recruitment

General
Officer
Commanding

Bde
Comd

CT1
&
CT2

CTE
Comd

Exercise Director:
Delivery Duty Holder
(DDH)

Training Audience:
Safe to Train

CTE:
Safe Place to Train
Safe Equipment

Safe System of Training

In the first instance, responsibility for being Safe to
Train lies with the training audience and, prior to
arriving at the Collective Training Establishment,
units must achieve the correct training standards
and competencies. By investing in their training
progression at CT1 (platoon level) and CT2 (company/
sub unit level), units can ensure they arrive at the
required competency level to participate in the
CT3 (task organised or combined arms Battle Group)
or CT4 (Battle Group training conducted in a combined
arms formation) that CTG delivers.
The CO of the unit declares that his Regiment has
reached the required competencies as part of the
arrivals procedure and this is recorded by the CTE.
The increased pairing of Reserves and Regular units
introduces additional safety challenges which must
be overcome prior to integration into the Battle
Group exercise. Competencies can be harder to track
and record and with the limited time that Reserves
can deploy on overseas exercises, understanding
acclimatisation requirements is essential.

© Crown copyright

Between the CTE and Defence Infrastructure
Organisation (DIO), it is vital that we provide both a
Safe Place to Train and Safe Equipment for both the
staff and exercising troops. This is done through a mix
of Duty Holding and Duty Facing. Where this cannot
be achieved (keeping risk ALARP), Duty Holding
provides a clear mechanism. The risk is then elevated
up the appropriate chain (dependant on which chain
of command owns the risk in question). This will
normally result in a waiver to permit the activity,
further elevation of risk or, in extremis, cessation
of the activity.
The Duty Holding system has already proved itself as
a useful tool to rapidly elevate a risk to the 2 star level
and get the appropriate decision, without incurring
a delay that would potentially derail the training
delivery plan.

In summary, a degree of risk is inherent
in training and to remove it completely
would detract from the product CTG aims
to provide. However, when managed
properly, utilisation of the Safe System of
Training is a critical tool to enable risk and
ensure that commanders get the most out
of their training opportunities.
CTG contribution by Maj JR Howard RTR, SO2 Plans.
h t t p s : / / w w w. a r m y n e t . m o d . u k / a r m y s a f e t y
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Valedictory Message from CESO(A)
As I approach the end of my time as CESO(A) I thought
it might be useful to reflect on some of the key issues
that have emerged during my tenure and to look
forward to the challenges that are now emerging.

There is little doubt that the regulatory framework in which
we operate is more sophisticated, more developed and
more intrusive than in times gone by. We – as deliverers of
operational capability – must be responsive to this, working
in a collegiate and co-operative way with our regulators,
but robust enough to challenge them when we believe
operational output might be compromised. We must strive
to ensure that safety is at the heart of policy development
– and this from a policy’s inception. Too often safety is only
considered when most of the work is done, which proves
irritating for all. We can help ourselves by ensuring that
safety is ‘mainstreamed’ throughout Army business, that
at all times it is focused and relevant to operational output
and that, as safety professionals, we are not ‘talking to
ourselves’, but talking to all Army personnel.
Duty Holding is well on its way to embedding itself into
the Army’s DNA. It is best understood by those who have
had reason to employ it and there is little doubt that it is
these people who are its strongest supporters. Duty Holding
allows risk to be managed at an appropriate level, speeds
up decision-making and empowers the chain of command.
There is still work to be done, people to be trained and
coherence to be achieved across all TLBs as the different
DH models jostle for position, but this first year has been
positive and I am sure it will continue to be an important
weapon in our risk management armoury.
We must continue to employ the right people in safety jobs.
We are after those who see our soldiers and civilians as the
Army’s prime asset and are determined to protect them.
Gapping remains an endemic problem to those functional
areas that require suitably qualified and experienced
personnel and we, in safety, suffer the same as others.
We must encourage others to see the value of what we do
and how we can enhance operational output by looking
after our people well.

There are numerous challenges on the horizon but I would
encourage you to see them as opportunities, not threats.
The Army Command Review will shake us up again, but
one of its key tenets is to align properly responsibility,
authority and accountability and this will assuredly enhance
safety. Outline proposals see CESO(A) as one of the key
advisers to ECAB, so ensuring that safety is being discussed
at the Army’s most influential forum.
The formation of the Defence Safety Authority will bring
together all domain regulators and place them under a
uniformed 3*. DG DSA will be a safety champion that
operates at the highest level of Defence and we have
played a major part in shaping the structures and processes
of this new organisation. We have also been important
contributors to the Defence Safety Regulation Review.
This does not report until the end of May but initial findings
look sensible and I feel the combination of a new authority
and a thorough review can only serve Defence, and the
Army, well.
My final exhortation is to keep communicating, not only
amongst ourselves, but to those we serve. We are all used
to the wry smile that meets us when we speak of health,
safety and environmental protection, but people do see
that our intention is to keep them, their families, friends
and colleagues safe and as such, the theme is a welcome
one. Pitch your message in an amusing and engaging
fashion and you will be sure of a friendly (if not rapturous!)
response.
On a personal note I have thoroughly enjoyed the last two
and half years in post and head towards retirement feeling
the job has been really worthwhile. I am grateful for the
support you have given me and all the CESO(A) team and
wish you all the very best of luck in your future endeavours.
Col Johnny Schute
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Article contribution: Kathryn Roach PJHQ

Safety in Your Pocket
In this issue, you will no doubt have
seen the poster for the Safety on
Deployment Pocket Guide, which has
recently been published, but what
exactly is it?
Some readers may have already seen or even used its
predecessor “The Commanders’ Pocket Guide” whilst on
operational deployment. Whereas the Commanders’ Pocket
Guide was focused on safety on operations, particularly
Op HERRICK, the Safety on Deployment Pocket Guide is
designed to provide safety guidance for anyone deploying,
whether on operations or exercise.

What will you find in the Safety
on Deployment Pocket Guide?
You will find practical safety tips and guidance for
deployment. There is guidance on working at height,
disease prevention, stress, manual handling, ammunition
and weapon safety and fire safety to name but a few.
The Guide is aimed at any service person, civilian or MOD
contractor on deployment. It is designed to be a quick
reference guide so doesn’t contain reams and reams of
legislation or policy, just concise information that you can
use in the field. If you are deploying as a Commander, there
is straightforward advice to help you ensure your personnel
are kept safe under your duty of care before and during
your deployment.

Why should you worry about
safety on deployment?
Staying safe on deployment is important for several reasons.
First off, ensuring you arrive back in full health is vital for
your work and personal life. Safety on deployment is part
of force protection and the MOD has a legal duty to keep
you as safe as possible, even in a hostile environment. It’s
not always possible to achieve the standards you would find
in the UK; conditions on deployment are bound to be more
austere and high risk.

The Secretary of State for Defence’s policy compels us
to apply our UK arrangements and respond to relevant
Host Nation HS&EP expectations wherever practicable on
overseas deployments.
It doesn’t take long to put on your hearing protection,
yet it could save you from a lifetime of damaged hearing.
Similarly, taking an extra five minutes to plan your lift
before carrying a heavy object could save you from a
serious, debilitating back injury. The pocket guide will
help you to identify simple actions you can take to protect
yourself and your colleagues.

Where can you get a copy?
Copies are available from CESO (PJHQ) or your relevant
single Service CESO. Whether you’re deploying on a
training exercise or on operations with the Army, Navy, Air
Force, DE&S or in a Joint context, have a copy at hand –
you never know, it may prevent serious injury or even save
your life!

h t t p s : / / w w w. a r m y n e t . m o d . u k / a r m y s a f e t y
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Driven to Distraction
Driving is a highly unpredictable
and risky activity, so it requires full
concentration at all times. Drivers
who divide their attention, because
they’re on the phone or distracted
by something else, are significantly
increasing their risk of causing a
devastating crash.
AINC statistics show that during 2013, seven accidents
were recorded due to driver distraction. The figure may be
low, but just imagine if you were one of those statistics and
your accident seriously injured or even killed a passenger or
member of the public.
A study of in-vehicle video footage estimated that 22% of
crashes are caused, at least in part, by driver distraction.
It also showed that drivers who perform a secondary task at
the wheel are two to three times more likely to crash.
Other studies have found that more complex secondary
tasks, like talking on a mobile phone or texting, increase
crash risk even more. Source: www.brake.org.uk

Eating and drinking
at the wheel is
one of many
distractions that
can seriously
reduce drivers’
chances of noticing
a potential hazard.
In a 2014 survey of
1,000 drivers, one
in 50 (2%), say this
has led to them
to having a nearmiss in the past year.

Top distractions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mobile phones.
Eating and drinking.
Smoking.
In-car entertainment.
Sat navs.
In-vehicle technology.
Passengers.

What is Distraction?

Source: www.brake.org.uk

Distraction is the divided attention of an individual or group
from the chosen object of attention onto the source of
distraction.

It comes as no surprise that using a mobile phone is the
number one distraction whilst driving. The ‘Direct Line and
Brake’ Report on Safe Driving 2013-14 reports that out of
1,000 people surveyed:

Making yourself presentable at the wheel by shaving, doing
your hair or applying make-up is an attempt at time-saving
that could have catastrophic consequences. One in five
(20%) drivers admit to doing this, and one in 20 (5%) do so
in free-flowing traffic. Source: www.brake.org.uk

• A shocking three in 10 (30%) have driven while
sending or reading a message on their phone.
• Almost half (45%) admit talking on a mobile phone
at the wheel, significantly increasing their chances
of a devastating crash.
• A shocking three in 10 are still unaware or
unconvinced that it is dangerous to use any type of
mobile phone at the wheel.
• One in eight drivers (12%) have used the internet,
social media, or other mobile phone apps at the
wheel.
Despite the facts above, the distraction issue appears set
to worsen further in society as smart watches (tethered
to smart phones) become increasingly popular consumer
devices. These provide heightened levels of dangers for
road users in the form of all four types of driver distractions,
i.e. visual, bio-mechanical, cognitive and auditory.

Army Safety & Environment Matters – Issue 51
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• Concentrate on your driving:
Uninteresting journeys / routes may cause your mind
to wander, taking your eye off the road. Admiring the
attractive pedestrian or latest billboard advertisements
can cause you to lose focus!
• Using technology sensibly:
Set that sat-nav up before you start your journey, not
during it, especially if you are driving. Limit the amount
of technology used in the car. Switch off the biggest
distraction, your mobile phone.

Understanding the Army’s Position
Precise requirements and exceptions are set out in leaflets
and guidance documents contained within JSP 800 –
Volume 5, Part 2 Road Transport. The highlights are:

Not so fantastic four
There are four types of driver distraction:
• Visual – Taking your eyes off the road.
• Bio-mechanical – Doing something physical
that is not related to driving.
• Cognitive – Not concentrating on the road.
• Auditory – When sounds prevent the driver
from making the best use of their hearing.

Penalties for Using a Hand-held Phone
You can get an automatic fixed penalty notice if you’re
caught using a hand-held phone while driving or riding
a motorcycle. You’ll get three penalty points on your
licence and a fine of £100. Your case could also go to court
and you could be disqualified from driving or riding and
get a maximum fine of £1,000.

• Use of personal audio earphones and headphones:
MOD personnel engaged in driving, operating or
commanding vehicles or working in the vicinity of vehicles
(transport workplace) are forbidden from wearing
personal audio ‘in ear’ or ‘headphones’ equipment. This
policy does not refer to crew communications headsets,
anti-noise reduction headphones or personal protection
ear defenders. Motorcyclists may use authorised
communication systems, where applicable.
• Smoking in vehicles:
Drivers and passengers are not permitted to smoke in
MOD vehicles.
• Mobile phones:
Mobile phones or any type of ‘hands free’ mobile phone
equipment shall not be operated whilst driving. Drivers
shall be discouraged from answering a call while driving
and, in addition, Unit Standing Orders are to detail the
action to be taken by a caller should it become apparent
that a person is driving when a telephone call is made.

New drivers will lose their licence if they get six or more
penalty points within two years of passing their test.

Dealing with Distraction
• If you need to do something that is distracting:
Find a safe place to pull over, remember to switch off
your engine. You could still be prosecuted if using
a mobile phone whilst stationary with your engine
running!
• Recognise what makes you distracted:
Many drivers carry out a distracting activity, without
realising the extra risk that it causes, e.g. eating or
changing a CD. Ask yourself “will this be distracting?”.
A series of posters are available to download from the
Government’s THINK! road safety campaign website:
http://think.direct.gov.uk/mobile-phones.html
h t t p s : / / w w w. a r m y n e t . m o d . u k / a r m y s a f e t y
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New Video:
A bullet with your name on it
Launched in Feb 2015, ‘A Bullet with your name on it’ is
a CESO(A)-sponsored, British Army training film aimed at
highlighting the consequences of incorrectly certifying
ammunition containers, brass scrap and related salvage
as Certified Free From Explosives (CFFE).
Editor, Darren Elkins, provides an overview of the video production process.

Background

Concept

In support of Brig R E
Parkinson’s directive
‘Munitions Safety in the
Army’ of November 2013,
and the high number of
CFFE violations during the
past few years, CESO(A)
was tasked with delivering
a campaign that would
target the issue of certifying
the returns of range scrap
and ammunition containers
as ‘Free From Explosives’.
Further direction was
released in July 2014 by
DG LSE ‘Ammunition
Management and
Discipline’.

The idea of this production
was to deliver a film
that would drive home
the importance of the
CFFE process and the
consequences of not
following procedures in
accordance with JSP 482
Edition 4, Chapter 27.
This JSP directs that every
FFE Certificate (MOD Form
2257) has to include your
name and be personally
signed by you, thereby
making you responsible for
the consignment or item
that has a CFFE MOD Form
2257 attached to it.

CFFE violations are not
acceptable and offer a
significant risk of injury and
even death, coupled with
the possibility of live rounds
of ammunition finding their
way into the wrong hands.
Do you want to carry the
burden of not completing
the process correctly?

Through collaboration with
D Log’s Chief Ammunition
Technical Officer (CATO)
Lt Col J Gilbert, Amec
Foster Wheeler and Jump
(GB) Ltd, we spent most
of 2014 planning and
scripting the film. At all
times we had to be mindful
that we had to deliver
a product that is direct,
engaging and interesting
right from the off.

The majority of ‘actors’ in the
video were soldiers from 1st
Battalion The Royal Regiment
of Fusiliers (1RRF), based at
Tidworth.
All personnel conducted
themselves professionally and
provided excellent advice and
support. They were a genuine
credit to their Regiment.
Army Safety & Environment Matters – Issue 51

Looking like a James
Bond film set, Metal
& Waste Recycling’s
facility in Hitchin
receives MOD waste
and provided the
perfect location
for filming some
key scenes.

Location,
location,
location
We wanted the film to
be authentic with ideal
shooting locations included.
We thus made plans
to use Salisbury Plain,
Tidworth Garrison, and a
Metal & Waste Recycling
plant located in Hitchin,
Hertfordshire. With all
the planning complete, it
was during a particularly
cold and wet spell in early
November 2014 that we
headed off for four days of
film shooting.
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...Certified Free From Explosives (CFFE)
Actors,
what actors?
Well maybe only one, Ken
Christiansen (Holby City,
The Bill, and Coronation
Street) was our choice of
actor for the narration and
overall script delivery during
the film. We wanted the
people in the film to appear
as real as possible, so
rather than use numerous
actors we approached
1RRF at Tidworth. With
minimal dialogue they
stepped forward and fully
embraced the project;
we consequently had all
the resources necessary
(soldiers, vehicles, props,
buildings) to make this
film real and believable.
CESO(A) would like to offer
its sincerest thanks to 1RRF
for all their support and
help.

A waste of
time? I think
not!
To add to the realism of the
film and highlight further
the risks of CFFE violations,
we needed to make use
of a recycling plant that
accepted military hardware;
enter Metal & Waste
Recycling plant (Hitchin),
who were more than happy
to assist CESO(A) in its
requirements.
Metal & Waste Recycling
is one of the UK’s leading
recycling companies,
providing over 1.25
million tonnes annually
of high quality secondary
raw material that is then
used in manufacturing
new products worldwide,
including:

•
•
•
•

Ferrous scrap metal.
Plastics.
Paper.
Glass, and much more.

With some clever
placement of GoPro
cameras we were able
to get a bird’s-eye view
of waste material being
processed. I am sure you
will agree that Jump (GB)
Ltd have really delivered on
the cinematography front.
The thing that struck all
involved with the Metal &
Waste shoot, was the sheer
amount of scrap material
recycled on a daily basis:
items ranging from cars,
white goods to windows
and a whole lot more!
It’s rather shocking just how
much we, the human race,
throw away. The Hitchin
plant alone processes
around 40 ISO containers
a day of recyclable material
that is shipped off to China,
India and elsewhere...

That’s a wrap
Of course the only way
to really appreciate the
amount of work that went
in to this film, is to watch it,
take note, follow procedure
and make a difference.
Over the coming weeks,
months and years CESO(A)
will continue to monitor
data supplied by MID Cell
to see if this film and the
supporting direction has
had a positive impact in
respect of reducing the
number of CFFE violations.
My personal thanks on
behalf of CESO(A) are
extended to everyone that
has been involved with this
film and given their time,
especially 1RRF.

Credits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Actor / Presenter: Ken Christiansen (above).
Producer / Director: Steve Reckless, Jump (GB) Ltd.
Lighting / Cameraman: Derek Gruszeckyj.
Sound Recordist: Kim Harding.
Production Manager: Francesca O’Dowd-Booth.
Army Technical Advisor: Lt Col John Gilbert (CATO).
1st Battalion The Royal Regiment of Fusiliers (1RRF)
Metal & Waste Recycling, Hitchin.

Watch it
Post production
With filming wrapped up
in November 2014, Steve
Reckless of Jump (GB)
Ltd began the hard work
of putting it all together,
undertaking the various post
production activities from
sound design, special effects,
and voice over recording.
The whole process took two
months to complete.

A DVD copy of ‘A bullet with your name on it’ was
distributed across the Army Command in March 2015.
The DVD also contains a copy of the ‘Don’t Gamble
with Ammo’ video and supporting DVD Rom content.
If you would like a copy, please contact the Editor.
In addition, you can view this DVD and indeed all
the safety DVDs produced to date by CESO(A) via our
YouTube Channel – www.youtube.com/britisharmysafety
or our web pages on ArmyNET –
https://www.armynet.mod.uk/armysafety.
Via CESO(A) on Defence Intranet,
CESO-Army on Facebook, and finally
via Army Knowledge Exchange (AKX) –
http://akx.landforces.r.mil.uk/armysafety
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Want to do Something for the Environment?
From Barren to Buzzing!
Some Regular and many Reserve
Forces sites are located in built up
urban areas which are often regarded
as being of little importance for
wildlife...
However, urban habitats are occupied by many species,
some of which live at higher densities than in traditional
rural habitats. The patchwork of urban gardens, green
spaces, allotments and parks can offer a greater diversity
of habitats (food and nest sites) than agricultural
monocultures. Indeed, some of the best honey comes from
urban areas where bees have a large variety of flowers and
trees to feed off; this is in contrast to field after field of
yellow oil seed rape in rural areas.
There is much evidence to show that wildlife is under
pressure. Significant declines in bird and bee populations
have been recorded, so any opportunities taken on Army
sites in urban areas to improve and provide habitat are of
great value, especially in relation to the small effort needed
to do so. As natural nesting sites become harder to find,
adding nest and roosting boxes can be a real help.
There are many different types of nest and roosting boxes
for a range of birds (from sparrows, to house martins and
swifts) as well as the various species of bats, all of which
can be fitted relatively easily and at little cost. Commercial
versions are available, or these can typically be made from
templates available on the internet.
Bird box

Honey bee

Common swift

Whilst the promotion and protection of wildlife is not
everyone’s priority, there are many in the Army who really
do wish to make a difference. For them, when deciding
what to focus on, consider what is already on site or in the
area. The Local Council, Wildlife Trust or Natural England is
a good place to start. There will also be a Local Biodiversity
Action Plan (BAP) to refer to. By way of example, the text
below is taken from the Edinburgh BAP.

Swifts are a priority species in the Edinburgh Local
Biodiversity Action Plan 2010-2015.
They are amber-listed in ‘Birds of Conservation
Concern 2009’ due to a steep decline in breeding
population numbers, caused by an ongoing loss of
nest sites. Swifts are uniquely dependent on the built
environment for nest sites.
The Edinburgh Local Biodiversity Action Plan 20102015 contains a priority action for addressing the
declining numbers of swifts:
•

That suitable new development includes artificial
swift nest sites (‘swift bricks’) to counteract the
ongoing loss of nest sites.

•

Developers are encouraged to consider the
inclusion of swift bricks within their developments
and should be considered integral to the design.

Bat box
Army Safety & Environment Matters – Issue 51
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A ‘loggery’

Stag beetle

Clearly to thrive, animals and birds need food sources.
Insects are at the bottom of the food chain and so are vital
if birds and mammals which feed on them are to survive.
Encouragement of insect life on site requires little effort,
but can make a difference in terms of creating habitat to
allow many other species to flourish. Commercial boxes
are available covering a range of bee and bug ‘hotels’.
However, home-made versions can easily be constructed
and insect life can be supported through ‘low-tech’
approaches such as development of ‘loggeries’, otherwise
known as dead wood and log piles, which provide habitat
for beetles as well as hibernation sites for small mammals;
again the food source for some of our bird species.
The base of a hedge can also be designated as an area
for habitat management, simply by making sure it remains
undisturbed.
As wildlife will flourish if left undisturbed, it is always worth
seeing if it is possible to mow grass in less public areas less
frequently. Also encourage composting in piles as these
can provide habitat for species such as slow worms, grass
snakes and hedgehogs. Allowing there to be some untidy
areas (including ivy and nettles as they are a great food
source for many insects), particularly over winter, helps
many creatures to survive and thrive. Adding log piles in
shady corners and stone/rock piles in sunny spots can also
be beneficial too. It is also worth minimising or limiting
the use of weed killers. Finally, consider disturbance to
bats – artificial lighting should be as low as possible and
used as little as possible, whilst clearly meeting security and
operational considerations.

Hibernating dormice

Red admiral

There is much merit in planting native trees and hedges
as these will encourage wildlife as they are host to a vast
number of insects. If space is limited, then selecting a
variety of climbing plants, which flower at different times
of the year, will provide both cover, nectar and food.
Consideration should also be given to drought-resistant
plants.
In terms of a single measure which provides the greatest
wildlife benefit, it is hard to beat a pond. Space allowing,
a wildlife pond provides for creatures that will become
resident in it (skaters and diving beetles); creatures that
require water to breed (frogs, newts and dragonflies) as
well as for the general wildlife population that will use it
to bathe, drink and feed (birds, bats and other mammals).
However, unlike the numerous beneficial suggestions made
above, this is a measure that comes with a requirement
for annual maintenance.

Bats at Tidworth
Some of the buildings at the
Army’s latest purpose-built
new barracks have been
specially designed to help house
protected bats. This means that soldiers are
not the only ones to benefit from the new
accommodation. As bats are a protected
species, ensuring they have new roosts is an
important part of the refurbishment and
rebuilding programme, which is seeing the old
barracks – some dating from Victorian times –
being replaced by state-of-the-art new ones.
Over 700 special ‘bat bricks’, designed to
mimic the bats’ natural habitat of cracks and
crevasses, are being installed as part of a 35
year £8 billion rebuilding programme that is
ongoing to provide the required new barracks
and military offices. The bat bricks (essentially,
bricks with holes in them for bats to roost
in) along with cavity voids, partitioned loft
spaces and ‘squeeze’ boxes, are placed in the
brickwork and lofts of the barracks thereby
providing areas where bats may roost and
breed.

Ponds can provide enormous
wildlife benefit
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Near Miss
Reporting
In his Policy Statement on Safety, Health, Environmental
Protection and Sustainable Development in Defence,
the Secretary of State for Defence expects:

‘That we minimise work-related
fatalities, injuries, ill health and
adverse effects on the environment,
and we reduce health and safety risks
so that they are as low as reasonably
practical (ALARP)’.
In order to achieve this we need to report accidents,
incidents and near misses so that we can establish adverse
trends and learn from our experiences when things have
gone wrong. Near miss reporting is an area that we (the
Army) are not particularly good at and there are a number
of reasons for this.

Firstly, what is a near miss?
A near miss is an event that, while not causing harm, has
the potential to cause injury, damage or ill health, but
which was avoided by circumstances or through timely
intervention.

Secondly, the accident triangle
According to risk management theory, for every 300 near
misses, there may be 29 minor injuries and one major
injury. This can be represented in an accident reporting
triangle – Heinrich’s Triangle is the best known:

1

Major
injury

29

Thirdly,
report it!
Why? Well,
reporting a near
miss can benefit
you, your team, the
Army and Defence
as a whole;
• If near misses
are reported,
analysed and
acted upon,
accidents can
be avoided.
• If near misses go
unreported, accidents,
possibly serious ones,
could happen in the
future with potentially dire
consequences.
• A near miss is a far cheaper learning
tool than learning from actual injury or
property-loss accidents.
• Lessons learned can be shared with other Front Line
Commands and TLBs to help make them safer too.
• Near miss reporting encourages teamwork in creating a
safer environment and is a good indicator of the level of
safety culture in your organisation.

Fourthly, line managers must
encourage staff to report
How?
• Staff should report the near miss incident without delay
to their line managers and anyone else as directed by
local procedures. This can be a formal or informal report,
written or verbal.
• Line managers should report the near miss incident to
their local safety adviser and Incident Notification Cell.
• Units should ensure that all near misses are reported
onto the AINC.

Minor injuries

• All staff should co-operate with any investigation or
inquiry.

300

• Have a ‘no blame’ policy – publicise it and stick to it.
Fear of being blamed is one of the most common
reasons why people don’t report near misses.

Near misses
The Heinrich 300-29-1 Model
We all need to do more! Reporting near misses is one way to
redress the balance and reduce the number of injuries.
Army Safety & Environment Matters – Issue 51
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And finally,
what can
we all do?
Familiarise
yourself with
the policy and
guidance on
the reporting
of near misses
which can be
found in JSP 375
Part 2 Volume 1
(Arrangements)
Leaflet 16 and
LFSO 3216 Tenth
Revision.
Know the CESO(A) /
AINC contact details
(see right).
Allow staff to internally report
anonymously if they wish. People
can be embarrassed about admitting
their own mistakes.

Quick Check
Phone List
CESO(A) is located in
Blenheim Building, Andover.
To convert the following Mil numbers to Civ,
dial 01264 88 and then add the last 4 digits.
CESO(A)
CESO(A) – Col Andrew Lambert

9 4393 6817

SO1 Trg – Lt Col Richard Thorpe

9 4393 6821

SO1 H&S – Amanda Tyler

9 4393 7549

SO1 EP&SD – William Barker-Wyatt

9 4393 7551

SO2 EP&SD – Simon Morriss

9 4393 7537

SO1 Audit – Lt Col (Retd) Ian Tennent

9 4393 7550

SO1 Safety Management – Ian Groom

9 4393 7547

SO2 Lessons – Sharon Foster

9 4393 7538

SO2 IM / Comms – Darren Elkins

9 4393 7536

SO3 Comms – Vacant
CESO FAX

• Educate staff on what constitutes a near miss and
explain to them how reporting one could prevent a
far more serious incident.
• Reassure staff that reporting a near miss does not
make them a ‘moaner’ or a ‘jobsworth’.
• ‘Because no one else has mentioned it’ is another
common reason for not reporting near misses.
• Make sure your staff understand the benefits to the
whole organisation of reporting Near Misses and
assure them that something will be done about their
report.
• Emphasise to your staff the importance of finding
time to report near misses.

9 4393 7124

AINC
AINC Contact Point

9 6770 3661

OIC AINC – Maj (Retd) Trevor Johnson

9 4393 6357

SO3 AINC – Angie Pidgeon

9 4393 6828

AINC FAX

9 4393 6889

To convert the following LAIT numbers from Mil to Civ,
dial 0306 798 then add the last 4 digits.
For External Fax, dial 01264 88 + the last 4 digits.
LAIT
LAIT 24hr Duty Number

03067 986587

• Investigate as appropriate and provide feedback to
the person that reported it.

Ch LAIT – Col (Retd) Billy Bowles

9 6798 6587

SO1(A) – Lt Col (Retd) Roger Fellowes

9 6798 6588

• Clearly demonstrate where remedial action has been
taken.

SO1(B) – Lt Col (Retd) Ranald Blue

9 6798 6590

SO3 (P) – Capt Christopher Oakes

9 6798 6592

WO1 (MD) – Vacant

9 6798 6594

WO1 (SIB) – Andy Howell

9 6798 6593

SO3 (SASC) – Capt Mark Douglass

9 6798 6591

SO3 CM – Bev Short

9 6798 6595

Office Manager – Alan Draycott

9 6798 6596

LAIT FAX

9 4393 6811

• Encourage openness and discussion within your team
as to how the incident could have been prevented.
• Re-assess the risk.

In summary, we all need to do more
reporting of near misses!!
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JSP 375 – Management of Health and
Safety in Defence
In December 2014,
a revised version of
JSP 375 was released.
This article is an
overview of how
JSP 375 has been
restructured.
Revision of JSP 375 is
configured in to:
• Part 1 Directive
(and Landing Page).

Chapter 8

• Part 2 Volume 1
(formerly Vol 2) – Arrangements
–– Leaflets have been re-designated
as chapters and have been
renumbered

Is the MOD’s procedures and
guidance on the methodology
of risk assessment of activities
(workplace H&S), less Military
Training.
Chapter 40

• Part 2 Volume 2
(formerly Vol 4) - Audit
• Part 2 Volume 3
High Risk Activities on the Defence
Estate.
This revision of JSP 375 should have
little effect (less amending policy
documents to reflect the change) with
regards to the manner in which we
conduct our business (Military, PT,
AT, Sport, etc.). However, personnel
need to be aware of the following
amendments:
• Leaflet 11 – Replaced with Part
2, Volume 1, Chapter 40 – Military
Training for Land Systems.
• Leaflet 23 – Incorporated into
Part 2, Volume 1, Chapter 8 –
Risk Assessment.
• Leaflet 39 – Replaced with Part
2, Volume 1, Chapter 8 – Risk
Assessment.
There are now two Chapters
contained within the revised JSP 375
that refer to ‘Risk Assessment’; these
are Part 2, Volume 1, Chapter 8 and
Chapter 40.

Is the new Leaflet 11 and is
applicable to Military Training
for Land Systems; therefore it is
essential that Chapter 40 is now
used for Physical Development
as PD for the Army falls under
the requirement of the ‘Land
Systems’.

© Crown copyright

• Chapter 40 RA Form is MOD Form
5015 and can be found here:
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/
library1/DINSJSPS/20141216.1/MOD%20
Form%205015.doc

As mentioned in this issue’s ‘News in
Brief’, a series of ‘how to complete’
guides (including Form 5010)
have been developed and can be
downloaded from CESO(A)
Defence Intranet,
ArmyNET, Facebook
and MOSS.

This chapter details the
requirements of the Safe
Systems of Work (SSW), and
the Safe Systems of Training
(SST), as well as providing
clear guidance on the Duty
Holder responsibilities and the
procedures for assessing and
authorising risk.

Risk Assessment templates are now
held on the Intranet under MOD
Forms:
• Chapter 8 RA Form is MOD Form
5010 and can be found here:
http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/libraries/
library1/DINSJSPS/20141216.1/20141208MOD_Form_5010_V-1-0.doc

JSP 375 can be accessed via
the Defence Intranet:
(http://defenceintranet.diif.r.mil.uk/
Reference/DINsJSPs/Pages/JSP375.aspx)

It is highly recommend
that all parties involved in
the management of risk,
familiarise themselves with
the revised document.
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Lone Working
The Health and Safety Executive’s
definition of a ‘lone worker’ is:
‘Someone who works by themselves
without close or direct supervision’.
For the Army this excludes brief circumstances of working
alone, but may include:
• People working alone in a workshop.
• People working alone outside normal working hours
(e.g. cleaners, security, repair staff).
• People who work apart from their colleagues, such
as receptionists.
• Lone drivers.

Managers should also:
• Define limits of safe working and when advice should be
sought.
• Ensure lone workers understand hazards and controls.
• Monitor the safety of lone workers, including a check at
the end of the working period.
• Undertake periodic visits.
• Ensure lone workers can respond in emergency situations
and are trained appropriately.
If you are a ‘lone worker’:

• Personnel on guard duties.
In most cases, working alone is relatively straightforward
and acceptable from a legal perspective. However, the law
requires employers to consider carefully, and then deal
with, health and safety risks. Generally this is done through
the risk assessment process where any additional risk faced
by lone workers should be addressed.
The risk assessment process should confirm whether the
work can be carried out safely by one unaccompanied
person. This is the main way in which managers should plan
for lone working to be carried out as safely as possible, and
put in appropriate controls to allow this to happen.
Risk assessment should consider issues such as:
Working
environment

© Crown copyright

Consider remoteness or isolation of
workplaces; excessive temperatures;
presence of chemicals / dangerous
substances; possibility of unwanted
behaviour (e.g. violence); criminal
activity from other persons.

Safe access and
egress

Consider temporary means of access
(e.g. ladders); confined spaces and /
or permits to work.

Ability to safely
handle plant and
equipment

Consider machinery, weight, ability
to manoeuvre.

Means of contact
/ communication
and ability to
summon help

Consider use of telephones, radios,
alarms, etc.; problems with mobile
reception, physical access to
equipment.

Foreseeable
emergency
scenarios

Consider potential for injury
or damage to health through
fire, equipment failure, illness /
accidents, weather.

• Recognise the need to take a more active role in
managing your own safety.
• Ensure you understand the controls in place to allow the
lone work to be done safely.
• If things change, talk to your manager and ask advice.
Key Documents for Lone Working:
JSP 375 – Part 2 Vol 1 Ch 18 Lone Working: https://www.
gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/
file/393538/20141020-375_P2_V1_Chapter_18_Lone_Working.pdf
HSE: Working alone: Health and safety guidance on the
risks of lone working (Leaflet INDG73):
http://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/
indg73.pdf
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Did You Know?
When in the UK,
European Union (EU),
and several other
countries in the world,
112 can be dialled free
of charge from any
telephone to contact
the emergency services
(ambulances, fire &
rescue service and the
police). This will work
on mobile phones too,
as long as the phone
has access to a mobile
operator’s signal (even
if it’s not your network,
and also in most cases
if the phone is locked).
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‘Quick Start’ Guide to Completing:

MOD Form 5011 – COSHH Assessment
Control of Substances Hazardous to Health
1

2

3

6

Give the assessment
a unit reference number

Give the assessment a unit
issue number (optional)

Enter the date

Relevant if the process
is at high temperature
or extremely flammable,
otherwise 20°C

4
What is the generic activity
involving hazardous
substances?

COSHH ASSESSMENT
Assessment No.:

5
Identify all locations, e.g. MT
Wokshop and in field

8
This refers to specific
biological agents as listed in
COSHH. Do not use if you
are unsure. If you suspect
you are working with
biological agents contact
your local Environmental
Health Team.

List materials, e.g. ‘OMD90’
– be specific and include
the NSN where known.
Remember, some processes
such as welding also produce
hazardous materials which
should be included.

05/2014

Issue Number:

7

Date:

PART 1 – WHAT IS THE PROCESS/ACTIVITY
Process:

Location:
Temperature of process or environment 0C
Boiling Point 0C
Are biological agents used: Yes
No
If Yes: classification: 1
2
3
4
exposure route:
Has elimination or substitution of
Yes
If No give details of action taken to evaluate alternative preparations
preparations or substances been
No
or substances:
considered to reduce the risk from exposure:

PART 2 – SUBSTANCE & EXPOSURE POTENTIAL (Attach all data sheets)
Products produced / Preparations or
Substances used

Solids
(inc. dust, fumes,
etc.)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Liquids
(inc. vapour, mist,
aerosols, etc.)

WEL

Quantity
(Table 2)

Hazard Group
(Table 1)

Inhalation (Table 3)
=
OR
Volatility (Table 4)

2. Quantity (Table 2)

11

Likelihood of Exposure

x

=

Likelihood of Exposure
Hazard Group D & E
Hazard Group C
Hazard Group A & B

1 or 2 - Low
Med
Low
Low

3 or 4 - Medium
High
Med
Low

Medium Risk – Engineering/Containment

6 or 9 - High
High
High
Med

If the initial assessment indicates that the preparation/substance(s) used in the process have a ‘Highest Hazard Group
value’ of A or B (LOW), AND is Low Risk - general ventilation AND the safety data sheet does not specify any control
measures covered in Part 4, go to Part 5 and complete the assessment; otherwise continue to Part 3.
Frequency of process per /day/week/month:

If Inhalation, ref Table 3
and score either 1,2 or 3;
OR, if Volatility – ref Table 4
instead and do the same

Duration (mins):

Process workers

Who is likely to be exposed:

Visitors

Maintenance

Other:
How many are likely to be exposed :

0-5

6-9

>10

Are any high risk groups likely to be exposed
Yes
No
(give details):

Young persons

Pregnant workers

Other:

How is exposure likely to occur:

16

12
Enter A,B,C,D
or E with ref to
Table 1

PART 3 – PROCESS OPERATING CONDITIONS

14

Enter 1,2 or
3 with ref to
Table 2

Low Risk – General ventilation

Emergency and spill plans/procedures:

If solid (Inhalation) use top
row, if liquid (Volatility), use
bottom row and transpose
across the highest score for
Quantity (1,2 or 3)

10
Refer to Section
8 of SDS – if a
WEL is listed,
risk from
inhalation is
likely

Likelihood of Exposure

x

High Risk - Specialist Advice

13

See Section 9
of the Safety
Data Sheet
(SDS), otherwise
default to
> 150°C

Highest hazard group value:

1. Quantity (Table 2)

9

MOD Form 5011

Inhalation

Skin Contact

Eye Contact

Ingestion

15
Multiply
Quantity X
Inhalation (OR
Volatility) and
insert total
score, i.e.
1 or 2 (Low),
3 or 4 (Med), or
6 or 9 (High)

Hazardous properties of the substance(s) and effect of exposure:

The Hazard Group has
already been defined, with
reference to Table 1
Transpose the Likelihood of
Exposure total score into the
appropriate row’s check box

19
If guided to complete PART 3, complete this section and place a cross
against all those that are applicable

17

18

Provide a summary of spill kit
requirements and appropriate response
plan, with reference to SDS guidance

Refer to the
guidance to
determine
next step

Re. ‘How is exposure likely to occur’ – choose the applicable routes of
entry (inhalation, absorption (skin / eye contact) and ingestion. You will
need to judge this based on the R-phrases
(if any) listed at section 15 of the SDS and on the process itself
Re. ‘Hazardous properties of the substance(s)...
Ref Section 15 of SDS, e.g. toxic, irritant, harmful
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• The version is based upon the MOD Form 5011
dated 05/2014.
• You need to have the supplier’s Safety Data Sheet
(SDS) to hand.
• Have access to JSP 375, Part 2, Volume 1, Chapter 11
(also BFG SHEF Manual, Leaflet 33).
• COSHH risk assessments must be carried out by
‘competent’ persons with a working knowledge of
the process and the activity.
• Write comments in understandable English.

• If there are questions you cannot answer put ‘Not known’ –
but follow up with a query to your local Safety
Professional.
• See next page for Tables 1 to 4, mentioned in PARTS 2 and 3.
• The completed assessment must be seen and signed off by
the Line Manager and then recorded on the COSHH Master
Register.
Once Complete...
• Add one copy to the COSHH Master Register (MOD Form
5011a).
• A copy to be available to ‘process workers’.

PART 4 – CONTROL MEASURES (based on the 8 principles of good control practice)
PRINCIPLE

CONTROL MEASURES

1. Design and operate process/activity to reduce
emissions, release and spread of hazardous material

Controls in place/required to meet principle:

2. Take all routes of exposure into account

Controls in place/required to meet principle:

20

[prevention, ventilation, substitution, containment; disposal; significant
sources; people exposed]

[how does contaminant get into air, onto skin; which is the greater
exposure potential]

3. Control exposure using measures proportionate to the
health risk

Controls in place/required to meet principle:

4. Choose the most cost effective and reliable control
measure to minimise escape/spread of substances

Controls in place/required to meet principle:

5. Where with all other control measures implemented,
exposure can not be reduced to levels below the WELs
provide suitable personal protective equipment

Controls in place/required to meet principle:

6. Check and regularly review all elements of control
measures to ensure continuing effectiveness

Controls in place/required to meet principle:

If guided to complete
PART 4, it is important to
list all existing control
measures as applicable to
each of the principles

[what are the long term/short term health effects; measure exposures?]

Once done, the Assessor
must decide whether
the existing controls are
sufficient to manage the
risks, or whether additional
controls are required – refer
to Section 8 of the MSDS as
well as written instructions,
SOPs, etc. as appropriate.

[can substance or process be eliminated, modified; are control
measures part of the work process]

[type; fit testing RPE, training and information; defect reporting; storage
and maintenance]

[check LEV tested by competent engineers, review instructions and
training after any incident/accident etc, signs of ineffective controls e.g.
visible dust]

7. Inform and train employees on the hazards and risks
of substances with which they work, and the control
measures to minimise risk [communication of risks and training

Controls in place/required to meet principle:

8. Ensure that the introduction of control measures does
not increase the overall risk to health & safety

Controls in place/required to meet principle:

9. Is health surveillance/monitoring required:

Provide detail:

If further measures are
required, such as exposure
monitoring or health
surveillance – refer to
JSP375, Leaflet 2

carried out & recorded, controls form part of work instructions]

[evidence that emergency procedures in place and demonstrated
regularly, assess new controls so overall risk minimised]

[WEL, respiratory or skin sensitiser, carcinogens, welding fumes, wood
dust]

PART 5 – ASSESSMENT OF OVERALL RISK – with additional controls as identified in Part 4
Overall Likelihood of Exposure
High Risk (calculated in part 2)
Medium Risk (calculated in part 2)
Low Risk (calculated in part 2)

Low
Med
Low
Low

Assessor Name:

Signature:

High Risk –

Medium
High
Med
Low

High
High
High
Med
Date:

Medium Risk –

PART 6 – ACCEPTANCE OF COSHH ASSESSMENT
I accept the findings of the above COSHH assessment: YES
Manager:
Signature:

Low Risk –

Date:
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Date:

Assessor’s line manager
confirms acceptance of
COSHH assessment

All required control measures have been implemented
Date:

The Assessor to determine
overall risk status and sign off
the assessment

NO

PART 7 – ASSESSMENT SIGN OFF
Manager:

21

Assessor:

PART 8 - REVIEW RECORD When review completed update Issue Status on front page.
Manager:

Date:

Issue:

Manager:

Date:

Issue:

23
Assessor’s line manager
confirms that control
measures are implemented

24
The assessment must be reviewed if there are any changes to the process,
personnel, equipment, etc. after an accident / incident, if there is any doubt
that the assessment is no longer valid and at least annually
h t t p s : / / w w w. a r m y n e t . m o d . u k / a r m y s a f e t y
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‘Quick Start’ Guide to Completing MOD Form 5011 – Continued
Additional Information:

Additional Information:
Additional Information:

The table below should be use to check the type and suitability of PPE/RPE provided under existing

Thecontrols
table below
should
be useshould
to check
type
and suitability
of PPE/RPE
under existing
– required
changes
be the
noted
in ‘additional
controls’
of PART 4provided
and the Health
and
The table
should
be use to check
the type
and suitability
of PPE/RPE
controls
– below
required
changes
noted
in ‘additional
controls’
of PART provided
4 and theunder
Healthexisting
and
Safety
Management
Actionshould
Plan. be
controls
–
required
changes
should
be
noted
in
‘additional
controls’
of
PART
4
and
the
Health and
Safety
Management
Action
Plan.
Note:
PPE and RPE
NSN Plan.
numbers should be recorded in Part 4 at control measure 5.
Safety
Management
Action
Note: PPE and RPE NSN numbers should be recorded in Part 4 at control measure 5.
Note: PPE and RPE NSN numbers should be recorded in Part 4 at control measure 5.
Check PPE and RPE – JSP 768

PPE:PPE
selectand
hazard
protection
Gloves
Check
RPE
– JSP 768
Check
PPE
and
RPE and
– JSP 768
required
from
list protection
below
PPE:
select
hazard
Gloves

Eye
Protection
Eye

Head
Protection
Head

Foot
Protection
Foot

Coveralls

RPE

Coveralls
RPE
PPE:
select
hazard
protection
Gloves
Eye
Head
Foot
Coveralls
RPE
read
across
appropriate
required
from
listtobelow
and
Protection
Protection
Protection
column;
required
from
below and
Protection Protection Protection
read
across
to list
appropriate
Chemical
read
across
to
appropriate
column;
Abrasion
column;
Chemical
Liquid
Chemical
Abrasion
Dust
Abrasion
Liquid
Vapour
Liquid
Dust
DustFume
Vapour
Mist
Vapour
Fume
Gas
Fume
Mist
Impact
Mist
Gas
Recommended item
Gas
Impact
or NSN Ref No
Impact
Recommended
item
Note: RPE Fit
Testing must be completed in accordance with HSE guidance OC
Is fit testing required:
Recommended
or
NSN
Ref No item
282/28
or NSN Ref No
Note: RPE Fit Testing must be completed in accordance with HSE guidance OC
Is fit testing required:
Note: RPE Fit Testing must be completed in accordance with HSE guidance OC
Is fit testing required:
282/28
282/28

Select appropriate value for substance in use
Small
grams/ millilitres
Medium
kilograms/ litres
Large
tonnes/ cubic metres

Table 2 - Quantity

Other

Other
Other

Select appropriate physical state
Low
solid, pellets, little dust,
Medium
crystalline, settles quickly
High
fumes, fine powders etc that remain air
Table 3 – Inhalation potential

When calculating likelihood of exposure you ca
and 3 [i.e. solids], OR Tables 2 and 4 [ liquids].
Volatility

Allocation of R-phrase or GHS phrase to Hazard Group;
Maximum airborne concentration range identified as providing adequate control
Hazard
A -Allocation
Low
- Low or GHS
C -phrase
Mediumto Hazard
D - High
E - High
of B
R-phrase
Group;
Group
Allocation
of R-phrase
or GHS
phraseas
toproviding
Hazard Group;
Maximum airborne
concentration
range
identified
adequate control
R- Phrase
R36,
R20/21/22
R23/24/25 as providing
R26/27/28
R42
airborne concentration
identified
Hazard Maximum
A - Low
B - Low range C
- Medium
D - Highadequate Econtrol
- High
R34
R39/26/27/28
R45
Hazard
A -R38
Low
BR68/20/21/22
- Low
C
- Medium
D - High
E - High
Group
R40
and all RR35
R46
Group
R- Phrase
R36,
R23/24/25
R26/27/28
R42
R48/23/24/25
numbers not R20/21/22
R37
R49
R- Phrase
R36,
R20/21/22
R23/24/25
R26/27/28
R42
R38
R68/20/21/22
R34
R39/26/27/28
R45
R60
otherwise
R39/23/24/25
R68
R38
R68/20/21/22
R34
R39/26/27/28
R45
andlisted
all RR35
R40
R46
R61
in groups
R41
and all R-not
R35
R40
R46
numbers
R37
R48/23/24/25
R49
R62
B -E
R43
numbers not
R37
R48/23/24/25
R49
otherwise
R39/23/24/25
R60
R68
R63
R48/20/21/22
otherwise
R39/23/24/25
R60
R68
listed
in groups
R41
R61
R64
R68/23/24/25

listed
B
-E in groups

B -E
HH303
statements H304
H305
H313
HH303
HH303
H315
statements
H304
H316
statements H305
H304
H318
H305
H313
H319
H313
H315
H320
H315
H316
H333
H316
H318
H336
H318
H319
and all HH319
H320
numbers not
H320
H333
otherwise
H333
H336
listed

H302
H312
H332
H371
H302

H302
H312
H312
H332
H332
H371
H371

R41
R43
R43
H301
R48/20/21/22
R48/20/21/22
H311
R68/23/24/25
R68/23/24/25
H314
H317
H301
H301
H318
H311
H331
H311
H314
H335
H314
H317
H370
H317
H318
H373
H318
H331
H331
H335
H335
H370
H370
H373
H373

H336
and
all Hand all H-not
numbers
numbers
otherwise not
otherwise
listed
listed

Table 1 – Hazard

Old Hazard Symbols

Table 1 – Hazard
Table 1 – Hazard

Some chemicals have hazardous
properties which can become a
danger if they are not handled
properly. They can be for example
explosive, toxic, irritant, flammable or
hazardous to the environment
(see the examples, right).
In order to protect consumers,
workers and the environment the law
requires people who sell (or ‘supply’)
chemicals to find out how these
chemicals can cause harm to health
and/or the environment and to label
them accordingly. It says that suppliers
must use certain symbols and warning
phrases on the label to inform users
about the hazards of chemicals.
These symbols and phrases were
part of the old system for protecting
the users of chemicals based on the
Dangerous Substances Directive
(DSD – 67/548/EEC) and Dangerous
Preparations Directive (DPD –
1999/45/EC).

R61
R62

R62
H300
R63
R63
H310
R64
R64
H330
H351
H300
H300
H360
H310
H361
H310
H330
H362
H330
H351
H372
H351
H360
H360
H361
H361
H362
H362
H372
H372

E
Explosive
O
Oxidising
F
Highly flammable
T
Toxic

H334
H340
H341
H350
H334

H334
H340
H340
H341
H341
H350
H350

NOTE: use default hazard rating of 1 (above 150C) if no valu
safety data sheet.
Table 4 – For use with all li

New Hazard Symbols
The CLP Regulation is the new
EC Regulation No 1272/2008
on Classification, Labelling and
Packaging of substances and
mixtures, which came into force
on 20 Jan 2009.
In order to give industry and
users the time to adapt to this
new system, suppliers were
able to continue applying
the ‘old’ legislation over a
transitional period which
ended on 31 Dec 2012.

Xn or Xi
Harmful or
irritant

Since 1 Dec 2010, substances
must have been classified,
labelled and packaged
according to CLP.

C
Corrosive

The new symbols, hazard and
precautionary statements, and
signal words on chemical labels
have now completely replaced
the old symbols (left), which
are now no longer in use.

N
Environmental

Army Safety & Environment Matters – Issue 51

Heating may cause an
explosion
Heating may cause a fire
May intensify fire;
oxidizer
Gas under pressure; may
explode when heated
Corrosive / causes
serious eye damage
Toxic if swallowed
May cause an allergic
skin reaction
Inhalation may cause
breathing difficulties
Toxic to aquatic life with
long lasting effects
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Hazard rating
1
2
3

rborne

of solids

Hazard rating
1
2
3

an only use EITHER Tables 2

Hazard rating

JSP Vol 2
ANNEX E

IDENTIFYING CONTROL APPROACHES
Identifying Control Approaches
1 GENERAL VENTILATION
Good standard of general
ventilation and good working
practices.

Least reduction
in exposure

SPECIAL – CONTROL APPROACH 4

It is important that you seek
further advice
Control approach 4 applies where
you are handling chemicals
assigned to Hazard Group E.
These have the potential to cause
very serious health effects, such
as cancer or asthma, and a safe
level of exposure will be difficult to
establish (i.e. WELsubstances,
‘sen’ substances). Different types
of control will be needed for
different chemicals in this group;

2 ENGINEERING CONTROL
Typically local exhaust ventilation
(LEV), ranging from a single point
extract close to the source of
hazards, to ventilated partial
enclosure. It includes other
engineering methods of control e.g.
cooling coils for vapours, but not
complete containment

Or,
You are handling large quantities of
chemicals that are in a form that
can be easily inhaled causing a
serious health effect. All aspects of
handling these substances need to
be assessed at a level of detail
beyond that provided here.

3 CONTAINMENT
The hazard is contained, or
enclosed, but small breaches of
containment may be acceptable.
Often used where a substance is
very hazardous or a lot is likely to
get into the air

Selecting Control Approach 4
(special) means that you will need
more specialist advice than
provided here.
You must contact the Specialist
Group or Occupational Hygienist
who will give you specific advice on
your assessment.
Possibilities may include
substitution, or the installation of
other control measures.

4 SPECIAL
Expert advice is needed in selecting
control measures and you should
seek further help.
e.g.
1 = Low
Volatility
2 = Medium
Volatility
3 = High
Volatility

If you have any doubts about which categories to use contact the Specialist Groups or Occupational
Hygienist for additional advice.

ue for boiling point is stated on the material

source:
COSHH
Essentials
Source – JSP
375HSE
Part
2 Chapter
11 Annex B

iquids

March 2010

Additional Information

Leaflet 05
Page 22 of 29

Abbreviations

Further Information

Miscellaneous

CHIP – Chemicals (Hazard Information and Packaging
for Supply) Regulations 2009.

HSE COSHH Essentials is a useful
on-line tool. http://www.hse.gov.uk/
coshh/essentials/

Long-term Exposure Limit – 8hrs.

CPL Regs – Classification, Labelling & Packaging
Regulations.
European REACH Regulations – Registration,
Evaluation, Authorisation and restriction of Chemicals.
(Became law on 1 June 2007).
LOAEL – Lowest Observed Adverse Effect Level.
MEL – Maximum Exposure Limit.
NOAEL – No Observed Adverse Effect Level.
OEL – Occupational Exposure Limit.

JSP 515 – Hazardous Stores
Information System (HSIS) via
http://www.transportsafety.dii.r.mil.
uk following HSIS Public link
Latest consolidated list of WELs
(Workplace Exposure Limits) from
EH40/2005 (as at October 2007)
http://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/books/
eh40.htm

Short-term Exposure Limit –
About 15mins.
Acute Effect – Appears quickly.
Usually associated with a shortterm, high level exposure.
Chronic Effect – Appears after
some time. Usually associated with
repeated and prolonged exposures.
Carcinogenic – Cancer causing.

HSE Control Guidance Sheets
http://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/
guidance/index.htm

STEL – Short Term Exposure Limit.
SVHC – Substances of Very High Concern (substances of
serious concern to human health or the environment).

HSE HSG 97 – A Step by Step guide
to COSHH Assessments

TWA – Time Weighted Average.
WEL – Workplace Exposure Limit.
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Things You Need to Know About
Heat Illness

Risk Assessment Checklist from JSP 539 – Summary

‘JSP 539 – Climatic Illness and Injury in the Armed
Forces: Force Protection and Initial Medical Treatment,
Version 2.4, was published in August 2014 and
is the main source of guidance and detail for the
management of this issue. In terms of the headlines...

Activity /
Intensity

• Higher work load = greater risk.

Duration

• Environmental conditions may
change.
• Longer duration = greater risk.

Environmental
conditions

• Determine wet bulb globe
temperature.
• Higher temperature / higher
humidity = greater risk.

It affects considerable numbers of personnel each
year – and not just in hot climates. Mild heat illness
and dehydration can significantly impact upon
performance. Severe cases require hospital treatment
and can lead to fatalities.

Dress / PPE

• Can impact on heat loss
= greater risk.

105 heat related illnesses
were reported in 2014!

Communication • Participants briefed?
• Ability to call for assistance?
• Delays = greater risk.

1. It’s a real issue

1

2

(Figures provided by AINC).

2. It’s preventable
The best solution is to prevent it. It is the
Commander’s responsibility to identify the risk of
heat illness, consider contributing factors and take
necessary steps to reduce or minimise the risk of an
occurrence.
The Commander’s Heat Illness Risk Assessment
Checklist in JSP 539 (summarised right) provides a
useful guide of factors to be considered and means to
record a review.
Determine if the risks of heat casualties can be
justified by the objectives of the training. Consider
rescheduling the activity, modifying the tasks or if
necessary, cancelling activities if conditions warrant it.

105

Individual
factors

• Personal risk factors vary (fitness,
medical conditions) and can
= greater risk.

Water intake

• Sufficient drinking water planned
for?
• Dehydration = greater risk.

Acclimatisation

• Un-acclimatised = greater risk.

Casualty
Response

• Adequate medical support and
evacuation plan?
• Delays = greater risk.

3. It could affect you
Before you undertake any activity, think heat injury:

3

• What are my activities, duration and work rate?
• What environment am I working in?
• What is my clothing and equipment load?
• What water is available?
• What medical cover do we have?

Remember: Dark urine = dehydrated and at risk.

Immediate first aid actions:
• Stop the activity.
• Start first aid treatment.
• Cool the casualty, remove clothing, sponge with
water and place in shade.
• Give water if conscious.
• Seek medical aid and, where appropriate, evacuate.
• Look for similar symptoms in others.

Army Safety & Environment Matters – Issue 51
© Crown copyright
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Advanced
Hearing
Protection
Sophisticated new hearing protection
will be provided for UK troops
engaged in overseas operations and
local training exercises after MOD
signed contracts with three
UK companies for the production of
new earplugs.
A new Tactical Hearing Protection
System (THPS) will deliver hearing
protection with improved situation
awareness, allowing people to hold a
conversation whilst wearing earplugs,
thereby helping to increase their
overall effectiveness.
Marcus Bruton, Dismounted Close
Combat Team Leader at the MOD’s
Defence, Equipment and Support
(DE&S) organisation, said: “As a
military force in training or on
operations, servicemen and women
often make and experience loud
noises, but this should not just be ‘part
of the job’. The MOD is committed
to preventing hearing loss due to

noise exposure, whilst providing a
step change in comfort and situation
awareness.”

muff must be worn with in-ear plugs,
e.g. EAR Classic (Yellow Foamies) or
THPS-BU in its closed mode.

THPS-BU (Basic User) consists of three
different types of reusable ear plugs
that include a device which reduces
impulse sounds, such as weapon
noise, but continue to allow sounds
such as voices through. The earplugs
are low profile and have been tested
with in-service helmets, headsets,
glasses and goggles.

The ear muff provides active situation
awareness and when used with an ear
plug gives a higher level of protection
than passive systems such as EAR
Classic or THPS-BU.

As everyone’s ears are different,
servicemen and women will be
offered the choice of three different
types of earplug in a range of sizes to
ensure they find a solution that is as
comfortable as possible.
As well as the basic user ear plug,
THPS-SU (Specialist User) provides
troops, such as mortar crews, with
another layer of protection consisting
of an electronic ear muff. The ear

THPS-DCCU (Dismounted Close
Combat User) will also be provided
for those in a Dismounted Close
Combat role that require full situation
awareness and integration with
communications. Equipment from a
number of suppliers is being evaluated,
including user trials in Kenya.
The hearing protection – which
will be supplied by Marlborough
Communications Limited, Edgar
Brothers and 3M – will be delivered
from summer 2015 onwards.

Fly Tipping
Fly-tipping or dumping, is ‘the illegal deposit of any
waste onto land, or any waste dumped or tipped on a
site with no licence to accept waste’.
Fly-tipped waste generally consists of large items of rubbish
that are dumped illegally on land instead of being disposed
of properly at a household waste recycling facility.
Fly-tipping on private land is the responsibility of the
landowner to remove. With its large land holdings the MOD
has responsibilities for dealing with and paying for the
removal of fly-tipped waste on its estate.
However, this can also be an issue ‘within the wire’ with
large and small items being dumped on less used parts of a
site, ranging from black bin bags through to mattresses and
old white goods.
If this is an issue at your site, what can be done? Possible
actions include:
• Physical improvements such as the installation of gates
and barriers and improved visibility in lower profile areas.

• Better site management – keeping areas tidy
and removing fly-tipped waste quickly.
• Deterrence – zero tolerance for those responsible;
improved signage, CCTV, security patrols, etc.
• Working with others on site to encourage responsible
disposal and promotion of official waste disposal routes.
For example:
–– Consider possible barriers and underlying reasons why
waste is not being disposed of correctly.
–– Consider means of improving access to off-site
community facilities (e.g. civic amenity centres for
disposal of white goods).
• Communication – identify vulnerable periods (end of
training, change in units, move to theatre) and promote
responsible disposal at these times.
• Ensuring that the site guard service is aware of the risks
and look out for personnel bringing ‘difficult’ rubbish
such as white goods and furniture on to site.
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And the winner is...
Congratulations to Cpl Robert D Morris RLC, Warminster,
who was the winner of our special £50 Amazon gift voucher
to celebrate 50 issues of this magazine. Robert correctly
identified all 10 differences in our Spot the Difference
competition and his name was drawn using a random
number generator on 2 Mar 2015.
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Word Search
Movies

Actors / Actresses

Paul

Gal Gadot

American Pie

Emily Blunt

Interstellar

Uma Therman

Risky Business

Liam Neeson

Old Boy

Robert Downy Jnr

Lone Survivor

Tom Hanks

O

B

E

R

T

D O W N

J

N

R

I

A

A

Non Stop

Will Smith

M D

S

E

I

O

T

P

I

O O A

R

J

N

K

N

Open Water

Jack Nicholson

A

I

E

S

G M U

E

L

S

U

C

O

E

T

N

B

Annie

Jessica Lang

N

N

F

O

I

H

U

N

L

F

R

K

C

S

I

I

A

Erased

Al Pacino

O

T

Q N

N

A

H W S

E

E

N

K

S

N

G

L

Left Behind

Emilia Clarke

F

E

O

S

N

K

A M R

N

I

Y

I

B

H

E

Man of Steel

Brad Pitt
Ben Affleck

F

S

R

L

D W K

E

T

I

A

E
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X

C
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F

You’re Next
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X
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Speed

Bruce Lee
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T
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K
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X
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L
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Moon

Christian Bale

E
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L
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E

Y

E

Gone Girl

Keira Knightley

L

L

Y

H
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T

S

O N

L

H

H

Rocky

Marlon Brando

S

L

R
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E
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O

X
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E
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I Origins

Emma Watson
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A
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S

Nosferatu
Tin Tin

Logic Game – Mountain Rescue
Five members of a Unit went hiking in different mountain ranges, all thinking they had
what it takes to defeat the peaks. But they all ended up trapped in their tents before
being rescued. What range did each go to? what type of tent did they take? and
how many days were they lost for?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The guy that travelled to the Alps was lost for 12 or 17 days.
The Inflatable tent was not used for exactly 17 days but was used for longer than the Instant tent.
Lt Col Minow had 1 month’s camping experience in his local woods before he took off. He did not travel to the
Cascades, and was not lost for the longest or shortest time.
Cpl Trout did not go to the Rockies Range, but was lost for exactly three more days than the camper that used
the Pod tent.
The Ridge tent was used for less than 14 days, but not by SSgt Herring or Col Carp.
The person lost for 10 days, the traveller to the Urals, SSgt Herring, the Andes traveller and the man that slept
in a Inflatable tent were different people.
The Andes traveller was trapped for longer than the traveller to the Urals.
Sgt Pike did not travel to the Rockies Range or the Cascades, but he did end up trapped in his tent for precisely
2 more days than the tepee tent dweller, after spotting what he thought was a Wolf.
Traveller

Tent

Range

Days Lost

